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Summary of rating action:
Instrument (Amount in NPR million) Previously rated limits Current rated limits
Short-term limits
9,090
9,090
Total

9,090

Rating Action
[ICRANP] A2; reaffirmed

9,090

*Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1

Rating action
ICRA Nepal has reaffirmed the rating of [ICRANP] A2 (pronounced ICRA NP A two) to the short-term loans (including nonfund-based limits) of Syakar Trading Company Private Limited (Syakar).

Rationale
The rating reaffirmation factors in the healthy rebound in the company’s revenues during last 12-18 months, following
the pandemic-induced slump in FY2020. The demand outlook for the Honda two-wheelers (2W) continues to remain
healthy which along with increased demand of 2Ws after the pandemic has also led to improvement in the company’s
operating profit margins (OPM) in FY2021. This has resulted in comfortable coverage indicators with total debt (TD) to
OPBDITA of 2.6 times and interest coverage of ~4.7 times for FY2021 (3.9 times and 2.9 times respectively in FY2020).
The rating action also positively considers the fact that the company derives major chunk of its revenues from 2Ws within
250 CC segment (~86% of FY2021 revenues), which are exempt from the recent import restrictions. The company’s
diverse retail presence through own showrooms/dealers and its experienced board/management team remains positives
from the growth perspective. The rating also takes comfort from the company’s long track record of operations (since
1976) in the Nepalese automobile dealership industry as the authorised national distributor for 2Ws, passenger vehicles
(PV) and power products of Honda Motor Company Limited (Honda). Furthermore, ICRA Nepal also takes note of the
company being a part of the Jyoti Group, which has an established presence across diversified businesses since 1940s.
Nonetheless, the rating is constrained by the regulatory uncertainties amid the recent import restrictions on 2Ws above
250 CC and PVs, given the country’s depleting forex reserves. Though the current restrictions would not impact major
chunk of the company’s revenues, any further tightening in the level of restrictions as well as the liquidity outlook in
banking would have a significant bearing over the company’s revenue performance and hence would remain a key
monitorable. The rating is also impacted by the company’s high working capital intensity (net working capital to operating
income – NWC/OI of ~37% as on mid-July 2021, despite recent moderations) and its sustained high dependence on bank
borrowings to fund the working capital requirements (drawing power generally utilised in full with occasional
overutilisation). The company’s sizeable non-core investments, along with the sharply spiked dividend pay-out in FY2021
and the increased cash margin requirement for import by the central bank at 50% on 2Ws and PVs has resulted in a
relatively stretched liquidity profile. The rating is also supressed by the intense competition in the industry, mainly from
other established players/brands in the 2W segment like Bajaj, Yamaha and TVS. While Syakar maintains a strong position
in the scooter segment, key competing brands also have good market presence in the bike segment. Syakar’s increasing
dependence on the Dio model (~34% share in H1FY2022 revenues, against ~30% in FY2020) results in high product
concentration risks. Going forward, the company’s dividend pay-out levels, judicious working capital management and
improvement in its liquidity buffer will remain the key rating sensitivities. Any large non-core investments/financial
support to group companies could also have a bearing over the assigned rating.

Key rating drivers
Credit Strengths
Long track record and strong market presence – Syakar has been the authorised national dealer for Honda 2Ws, PVs and
power products since 1976. Over these years, Honda 2Ws has created a strong brand recall in Nepal and hence the
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company has been able to maintain a market leadership position (~28% market share in the 2W segment in calendar
year 20781, notwithstanding the slight drop in last few years). At present, Syakar has an established and wide sales
network of ~127 sales outlets (including 16 self-owned showrooms) across the country.
Healthy sales rebound in recent periods with improved margins – The company reported a healthy sales growth of
~17% in FY2021 and ~47% in H1FY2022 (annualised) after the pandemic induced degrowth of ~19% in FY2020. The
increased revenues was mainly contributed by the 2W segment (~92%), followed by the spares/service segment (~7%);
the rest being sales of PVs and power products. The healthy demand in 2Ws after the start of pandemic, led to the
revenue growth and also resulted in improved in OPM at ~12% in FY2021 (~10-11% in earlier few years). While the
company’s margins have remained historically high among peers, its ability to sustain the recent sharp margin
improvement remains to be seen.
Comfortable financial profile – Owing to healthy OPM and low borrowing rates in FY2021, the company reported
improved financial profile with TD/OPBDITA of 2.6 times and interest coverage at 4.7 times (3.9 times and 2.1 times for
FY2020 respectively, amid the pandemic impact on financial profile). While the spiked dividend pay-out restricted further
improvement in these indicators and led to increased gearing of 1.2 times as of mid-July-2021 (~1 time as of mid-July2020), overall financial profile still remains satisfactory. Though the revenue growth rate is expected to moderate for
FY2022 as a whole mainly on account of regulatory tightening in import of 2Ws/PVs and constrained liquidity in banking
in H2FY2022, Syakar’s financial profile is expected to remain consistent with the rating levels.
Part of the reputed Jyoti Group; experienced board/management – Syakar is one of the companies under the Jyoti
Group, which has a long and established track record of operations across various trading and manufacturing units in
Nepal, since 1940s. The long experience of the group/promoters is reflected in the cautious marketing practices at Syakar,
which remains a key positive.

Credit Challenges
Increased regulatory uncertainties – Amid the depleting forex reserves in the country coupled with constricting banking
sector liquidity in recent times, the banks/central bank have been gradually tightening on import of PVs and 2Ws (which
are among the country’s largest imports), among others. This was followed by the Government of Nepal recently
imposing full restriction on import of PVs and 2Ws above 250 CC from April 26, 2022 till mid-July 2022. This is likely to be
further extended/tightened depending upon the level of improvement in forex reserves after these measures. While
Syakar’s low dependency on the currently restricted segment (~7%) provides comfort, the company’s revenue and
margins would remain exposed to further regulatory developments in this regard and hence would remain a key
monitoring factor.
Spiked dividend pay-out in FY2021 – The company distributed significantly high dividend in FY2021 (~293% of FY2020’s
net profits and ~41% of its tangible net worth as of mid-July 2020; paid out in FY2021 for dividend declaration related to
FY2020), as opposed to controlled dividend pay-out in earlier few years. This has impacted the company’s gearing (albeit
still comfortable at 1.2 times as of mid-July-2021) and continued its high reliance on bank borrowings. Since the
company’s net worth is still dominated by free reserves (~99% as of mid-July 2021), any major dividend withdrawals
would impact its financial profile and hence would have a bearing on the rating level.
Working capital intensive operations, despite recent moderations – Being a working capital-intensive business, shortterm working capital loans account for the entire debt of Syakar. The company’s working capital intensity still remains
high at ~37% in FY2021 (despite the moderation from ~48% in FY2020) and is yet to moderate to pre-pandemic levels.
Amid the likely decline in revenues over FY2022-23, the company’s inventory levels are expected to lower given the
healthy demand, which could provide support to working capital cycle. The company’s ability to manage the working
capital levels would remain critical for maintaining/improving its financial profile.
Stretched liquidity profile – Syakar has been reporting sustained tight drawdown on its drawing power in recent years,
at ~104% as of mid-July 2021 (~72% on mid-July 2019). Additionally, its sizeable investment book as well as advances to
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various subsidiary/associate companies, have also been impacting its liquidity profile. Investments in non-core business
related entities also continues to remain a rating concern.
Intense competition and high dependence on a single model – The company faces stiff competition from the dealerships
of other established players in the 2W segment like Bajaj, Yamaha and TVS, as well as from an increasing number of
newer entrants. At the same time, Syakar’s product concentration risk is also high with the sales of its popular scooter
model Dio accounting for ~30% to 34% of the company’s revenues in the last four fiscals.
Link to previous detailed rating rationale:
Rationale_Syakar Trading Company_Fresh BLR October-2020
Analytical approach: For arriving at the rating, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.
Links to applicable criteria:
Corporate Credit Rating Methodology

About the company
Established in 1976 as a private firm and converted in 2011 to a private limited company, Syakar Trading Company Private
Limited (Syakar) is the authorised distributor of Honda 2Ws, Honda PVs and Honda power products in Nepal. Syakar’s
registered office is in Jyoti Bhawan, Kantipath, Kathmandu and it currently has 16 sales showrooms of its own and
dealership network of 111 dealers. As of now, the company’s shares are held by two members of the Jyoti family viz. Mr.
Saurabh Jyoti (Chairman) and Mr. Suhrid Jyoti (Managing Director).

Key financial indicators
FY2018
(Audited)

FY2019
(Audited)

FY2020
(Audited)

FY2021
(Audited)

Operating income (OI; NPR million) – Net sales

13,974

14,184

11,467

13,429

OPBDITA/OI (%)

11.03%

10.04%

9.90%

12.08%

Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW; times)

1.03

0.81

1.01

1.17

Total outside liabilities/TNW (times)

1.38

1.18

1.31

1.55

Total debt/OPBDITA (times)

2.19

2.15

3.92

2.63

Interest coverage (times)

4.25

2.68

2.06

4.72

DSCR (times)

3.99

2.68

2.20

4.21

Net working capital/OI (%)

31%

30%

48%

37%

Current ratio

1.50

1.42

1.38

1.28

Annexure-1 Instrument details
Instrument (Amounts in NPR million)

Previous
rated limits

Current
rated limits

210

210

2,250

2,250

940

940

4,410

4,410

(1,050)

(1,050)

(12)

(12)

Rating Action

Short-term Loan Limits
Fund Based limits; Overdraft (OD)
Fund Based limits; Short-term loans (STL)
Fund Based limits; Trust receipt loans (TR)
Non-fund Based; Letter of Credit (LC)
Non-fund Based; Letter of Credit (within overall limits)
Non-fund Based; Bank Guarantee (within limits)
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Previous
rated limits

Current
rated limits

(7,294)

(7,294)

Unallocated short-term limits*

1,280

1,280

Total

9,090

9,090

Instrument (Amounts in NPR million)
Fund Based limits; OD, TR, and Demand Loan (within overall limits)

Rating Action
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About ICRA Nepal Limited
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed
by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical
support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies,
analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.
Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks
and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency.
Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.
For more information, visit www.icranepal.com
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ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website
(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information
contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable
care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of
any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness
or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion
and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents
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